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Intracluster superelastic scattering via sequential photodissociation
in small HI clusters
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The photodissociation of expansion-cooled HI monomer by using 266 nm radiation yields H atoms
having 12 830 and 5287 cm21 of translational energy in the HI center-of-mass system for the
I( 2P3/2) and I(2P1/2) ~i.e., I and I* , respectively! co-fragments. Irradiating HI clusters@i.e., (HI)n ,
with n52 being the dominant cluster# with 266 nm radiation produces, among other things, some
H atoms whose translational energies are peaked at 20 285 cm21, which is 7455 cm21 higher in
energy than the more energetic of the monomer peaks. These very fast H atoms arise from sequential
photodissociation within the clusters. Namely, a weakly bound I* •(HI) n21 complex is first created
by the photodissociation of an HI moiety within (HI)n , and then the photodissociation of a second
HI moiety @within I* •(HI) n21] produces a fast H atom that scatters from the nearby I* , in some
cases deactivating it in the process. Thus, the latter superelastically scattered H atom acquires, as
translational energy, nearly all of the I* energy~7603 cm21!. For example, for the dimer, the first
dissociation event, (HI)21hv→H1I(I * )•HI, is followed by I* •HI1hv→Hsuperelastic1I–I. High
quality potentials for the relevant HI excited states have been calculated recently, and coupling
between3P01 ~which correlates with I* ) and1P ~which correlates with I! has been shown to be due
to spin–rotation interaction. There is a high degree of separability between the photodissociation of
the second HI moiety and the subsequent H1I* scattering~within a given cluster!. This is due
mainly to the shape of the3P01 potential; specifically, it has a shallow well that persists to small
r. The shape of the3P01 potential is influenced by relativity; i.e., strong spin–orbit coupling
maintains the I* spherical electron density to relatively smallr. The 3P01→1P transition
probabilities are calculated for H1I* collisions having different values of the collisional orbital
angular momentum quantum number,l, by scaling the spin–rotation matrix elements by
@ l ( l 11)#1/2 and using the Landau–Zener model to treat the electronically nonadiabatic dynamics.
It is shown that largel values (l max552) play a dominant role in the quenching of I* by H. For
example, the partial superelastic scattering cross section is six orders of magnitude larger for
l 552 than forl 51, underscoring the dramatic role of angular momentum in this system. It is noted
that HI photodissociation~which is dominated by lowl! proceeds almost entirely along the diabats
with little transfer of flux between them, whereas H1I* intracluster ‘‘collisions’’ take place with
sufficiently largel to facilitate the electronically nonadiabatic process. ©2003 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1574014#
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INTRODUCTION

Understanding the bonding, potential energy surfa
~PES’s!, and photochemistries of molecules in which relat
istic effects~i.e., mass-velocity, Darwin, and spin–orbit co
pling! play important roles continues to advance as an a
of intellectual and technological importance.1–13 For ex-
ample, it is now clear that failure to include such effects
theoretical treatments of systems that contain heavy at
can compromise seriously the value of such exercises, e
at qualitative levels.2,14,15

Small molecules that display large relativistic effects c
serve as benchmarks against which theoretical models
judged, with HI being a particularly straightforward e
ample. Namely, high level calculations are now able to r
oncile, with good accuracy, the experimentally determin
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low-lying excited electronic states and photodissociat
pathways, including wavelength dependent anisotropies
the branching ratio of the product I-atom spin–orbit levels2,3

In general, electronically nonadiabatic transitions can infl
ence reaction pathways and product excitations in photo
sociation as well as the corresponding collisional proces
Indeed, understanding the quenching of spin–orbit excita
in atomic collisions is challenging to both theoreticians a
experimentalists.16–25

An aspect that is not present in lighter systems involv
the I-atom excited spin–orbit level,2P1/2, whose electron
density is spherical.26 Because the spin–orbit energy is larg
~i.e., 7603 cm21!,27 the 2P1/2 spherical electron density re
mains reasonably robust down to short H–I distances,
relative to light halogens. Consequently, the I(2P1/2) atom
couples weakly with the H atom, resulting in a shallow v
der Waals-type minimum. Said differently, strong spin–or
coupling inhibits the participation of ‘‘traditional’’ bonding
il:
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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and antibonding molecular orbitals. This and other relativ
tic effects have been revealed in the high-levelab initio cal-
culations of Alekseyevet al.2,3 for the ground and low-lying
HI electronic states, as indicated in Fig. 1. TheX 1S1,
3P2,1,02, and1P states all correlate with H1I( 2P3/2), while
3P01 and 3S1

1,02 correlate with H1I( 2P1/2). Hereafter,
I( 2P3/2) and I(2P1/2) will be referred to as I and I* , respec-
tively.

In general, large product spin–orbit splittings can lead
interesting spectral features, as has been reported for H2Te,13

which is isoelectronic with HI. With H2Te, a long-
wavelength tail has been noted in the ultraviolet absorp
spectrum, which extends to 400 nm, with apparent vib
tional structure at the longest wavelengths. Photodissocia
in this spectral region favors the TeH2P1/2 excited spin–
orbit level, providing a tunable photolytic source of reaso
ably monoenergetic H atoms at energies below 2000 cm21.
The relativistic effect in this system provides access to
cited PES’s at energies that are close to that of
TeH(2P1/2) large-r asymptote. There is no counterpart wi
light systems, where product spin–orbit levels are separ
by relatively small energies.

The curves shown in Fig. 1 are relevant to collision
Namely, the deactivation of I* brought about by a suffi-
ciently energetic H1I* collision occurs via a transition be
tween the3P01 and1P diabatic curves. Coupling is due t
spin–rotation interaction, and transition probabilities can
estimated by using the Landau–Zener model.16,28–30For ex-
ample, it has been shown to play only a minor role in t
photodissociation of HI(l ), wherel is the rotational quantum
number, forl values as high as 10.

Extending the photophysics of gaseous HI to its sm
~i.e., mainly binary!31 clusters has yielded interesting resul
including a report of ‘‘superelastic’’ scattering, in which
fast H atom produced by HI photodissociation deactiva
I* , thereby gaining translational energy. The superela
peak is shifted by 7455 cm21 ~which is 148 cm21 less than
the energy of the2P1/2 excited state, 7603 cm21! from the H

FIG. 1. Potential energy curves for the ground and two low-lying exci
electronic states of HI, adapted from Fig. 4 of Ref. 2. The potentials
interest in the current study,3P01 and 1P, cross atr c53.89 a.u. and are
coupled via spin–rotation interaction. A number of other excited~repulsive!
potentials are not shown.
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atom peak at 12 830 cm21 that derives from the photodisso
ciation of gas phase HI in its lowest quantum level:

HI~v50,l 50!1hv~266 nm!

→H1I, EH512 830 cm21, ~1!

→H1I* , EH55287 cm21, ~2!

where EH denotes the translational energy of the
atom in the HI center-of-mass~c.m.! system, i.e.,EH

5(127/128)Ec.m. whereEc.m. is the total translational energ
in the HI c.m. system. Note that theEc.m. values for reactions
~1! and ~2! are 12 931 and 5328 cm21, respectively. As
shown in Fig. 2, because the superelastic peak is shifted
significantly higher energy than all of the other peaks~except
one that is due to two-photon excitation of HI!31 in the spec-
trum obtained with a particular laser polarization, it can
detected without difficulty, even when it comprises only
small fraction of the H-atom products. Thus, it can serve a
probe of the electronically nonadiabatic process that
counts for the ‘‘super’’ in superelastic.

The analysis presented in this paper enables us to ev
ate the respective roles of two possible origins of the
served effect, namely, gas phase scattering versus intracl
scattering with I* (HI) n21 ~see below!. Gas phase scatterin
refers to the photodissociation of HI in the molecular be

d
f

FIG. 2. Time-of-flight spectrum recorded by using a mixture of 4% HI in A
The photolysis laser is vertically polarized~see Fig. 3! with an energy of 35
mJ. The time delay between the photolysis and the detection lasers is 4
and 7000 individual traces were summed. Two prominent peaks corres
to the atomic iodine2P3/2 and 2P1/2 spin–orbit levels. A small amount o
two-photon excitation of HI monomer yields fast hydrogen atoms.~i.e., 3.5
and 3.23106 cm s21). Peaks labeledv51 and v52 are associated with
clusters~Ref. 31!. Note theb peak, which corresponds to superelastica
scattered H atoms.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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followed by a gas phase collision between a fast H atom
I* , both of which are nascent photoproducts:

H~EH512 830 cm21!1I* →Hse1I ~3!

where the subscriptse indicates that superelastic scatteri
has occurred via the deactivation of I* . The translational
energy of Hse is higher thanEH512 830 cm21 by slightly
less than the I atom spin–orbit splitting, the difference a
ing from small kinematic effects in which the I atom gai
translational energy.31–33A similar process can occur with H
atoms havingEH55287 cm21, i.e., deriving from reaction
~2!. In this case, however, the superelastic peak is obsc
by the more intense signals that are due to reaction~1!, as
well as the photolysis of HI(v>0,J) molecules that derive
from intracluster scattering~see Fig. 2!.31,34For example, the
I( 2P1/2)v53 contribution is present as a shoulder on t
peak labeled2P3/2. ~Note that deuterated samples yield
clearv53 peak.31!

The intracluster scattering that gives rise to HI(v) is best
described as a frustrated attempt at reaction, in which a
atom approaches the I atom in HI with HIH angles of;90°.
Though exchange does not occur~too large a barrier!, the
‘‘spectator’’ H atom moves because the system gets clos
the transition state for H-atom exchange.31

Photoexcitation of „HI…n

Next, consider photoinitiated processes that take pl
within a given cluster, (HI)n , wheren is the number of HI
molecules in the cluster. In this case, photodissociation
one of the clustered HI molecules removes an H atom, le
ing I or I* bound to (HI)n21 :

~HI!n1hv→H1I•~HI!n21 ~4!

→H1I* •~HI!n21 . ~5!

The photolytically produced H atoms can also abstract a
atom from HI, forming H2 . Our experiments are blind to thi
channel, which is believed to be minor in comparison
reactions~4! and ~5!.31,35

In the discussion that follows, a simple descripti
language is used, in which the I atom is allowed to ret
its separate identity, rather than the more formal~and
technically correct! description, in which PES’s of the
iodine•(HI) n21 clusters are used. Because of the large m
difference, the photodissociation of an HI molecule in (Hn
~for small n values! will leave the resulting I atom bound t
the (HI)n21 fragment a high percentage of the time. F
example, assume that the H atom escapes without enc
brance. Then, of the 5328 cm21 of c.m. translational energy
for the H1I* product channel, approximately 40 cm21 is
imparted to the I* atom in the c.m. system of the HI unde
going dissociation. Furthermore, in a binary cluster, this
cm21 is shared approximately equally between internal ex
tation and translational energy of the I* •HI cluster. Because
this much internal excitation is significantly less than th
required for fragmentation into I* 1HI, the clusters indicated
in Eqs. ~4! and ~5! do not dissociate unless I* undergoes
deactivation within the cluster. Clusters havingn>3 will on
average acquire more internal energy via intracluster sca
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ing of the departing H atom than those havingn52. It is
unlikely, however, that fragmentation of such clusters con
tutes a significant channel under the conditions repor
previously31,34 or here.

Photoexcitation of I * "„HI…nÀ1

Reaction~5! can be followed by photodissociation o
one of the HI molecules within the metastable I* •(HI) n21

complex, and the H atom thus produced can scatter from
nearby I* , deactivating it in the process:

I* •~HI!n211hv→Hse1remaining stuff, ~6!

where the vague termremaining stuffunderscores the com
plexity of reaction~6!. For example, even with the simple
possible metastable cluster@i.e., I* •HI, deriving from the
(HI) 2 complex# rapid removal of the H atom can place th
system on multiple I2 curves in the region of large iodine
iodine separation.

It is interesting that I* survives while bound to one o
more HI molecules long enough to encounter an H at
from subsequent photodissociation, as indicated in Eq.~6!. It
took us a while to accept this, as it was expected, on the b
of gas phase quenching data,36 that I* →I relaxation would
be too efficient to enable the spin–orbit excited cluster in
cated in Eq.~5! to undergo significant photodissociation. W
attribute this to strong spin–orbit coupling, which acts
preserve the spherical symmetry of the2P1/2 electron density,
the low temperatures of the clusters, and the fact that la
photolysis rates that result from high photolysis laser fl
ences mitigate the I* •(HI) n21 metastability requirement.

In the material that follows, it will be shown that the ga
phase collisional process indicated in Eq.~3! does not play a
significant role under the experimental conditions repor
here. This implicates species of the form I* •(HI) n21 as im-
mediate precursors of the observed superelastic scatterin
is not feasible at this point to establish the distribution on
values that participate, thoughn52 is believed to dominate

The strategy used here is to apply knowledge about
HI to the cluster environment. High quality HI potentia
curves have recently been calculated for several low-ly
electronically excited states.2,3 In particular, the curve cross
ing that is responsible for the observed superelastic sca
ing has been examined, and the coupling of these poten
has been attributed to spin–rotation interaction, who
squared matrix elements vary asl ( l 11). By combining this
coupling mechanism with the Landau–Zener model for s
face hopping,16 it is possible to reconcile the intracluste
scattering indicated in Eq.~6!, which occurs with a broad
range ofl values, in contrast to photodissociation of rotatio
ally cold HI, which occurs with only lowl values.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

High-n Rydberg time-of-flight ~HRTOF! spectroscopy
was used to record H-atom TOF distributions~which were
then converted to translational energy distributions! follow-
ing the photolysis of expansion-cooled samples contain
HI. The general experimental arrangement shown in Fig
has been described in detail previously.13,31,37 Briefly, a
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 3. Schematic of the HRTOF apparatus indicati
the polarized 266 nm-photodissociation radiation a
the radiations used to create high-n Rydberg H atoms
~121.6 and 366 nm!. The flight distance is 53.5 cm.
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pulsed molecular beam was produced by expanding H
mixtures into vacuum. The main scattering chamber ha
base pressure of;1027 mbar, which is achieved by using
diffusion pump, and contains a quadrupole mass spectr
eter ~Stanford Research Systems, RGA 300! for monitoring
the pulsed molecular beam. The flight tube has a 53.5
path length and a 1.5 cm diameter aperture at its entranc
axis is perpendicular to the molecular beam. In the mate
presented below, photolysis was carried out by using 266
radiation. The two lasers used for the HRTOF measurem
will be referred to as the Lyman-a and high-n Rydberg la-
sers. All three laser beams are focused and overlapped
the molecular beam at the interaction region.

HI number density

Referring to Fig. 3, molecular beams were produced
expanding HI/Ar mixtures~typically 4% HI, with a backing
pressure,p0 , of 1 bar! through a 0.8 mm diameter pulse
nozzle, with collimation achieved by using a 1 mmdiameter
skimmer located 2.0 cm downstream from the nozzle. Fo
free-jet expansion, the density along the jet axis is given b38

n~z!5n0~z0 /z!2, ~7!

wherez05ar0 ; a50.80 for an ideal monatomic gas;r 0 is
the nozzle radius;n0 is the number density at the nozzle; a
z is the distance from the nozzle exit plane. At the interact
region, which is 7 cm from the nozzle exit plane, Eq.~7!
gives a total HI density@i.e., including that present in th
form of (HI)n clusters# of 231013 cm23 for 4% HI andp0

51 bar. The molecular beam diameter at the interaction
gion is ;3 mm.

Photoexcitation

Photolysis was achieved by using the 266 nm fourth h
monic of a Nd:YAG laser~Continuum 9010!, which pro-
vided 266 nm energies up to 45 mJ. The HI absorption cr
section at 266 nm,sabs

266 is 2310219 cm2,39 which is suffi-
cient to bring about a high degree of photodissociation.
example, for a photolysis beam diameter of;1 mm, a 40 mJ
pulse corresponds to a fluence,F, of ;1019 photons cm22,
in which case the productsabs

2663F has a value of;2, sug-
gesting efficient photodissociation.40 This was confirmed ex-
perimentally. Namely, the HRTOF signal amplitudes var
weakly with photolysis laser energy in this regime.

In addition, the efficiencies of the Lyman-a and high-n
Rydberg excitation steps should be considered. Lyman-a ra-
diation was generated by frequency tripling in Kr. The outp
Downloaded 19 Aug 2003 to 128.125.187.57. Redistribution subject to A
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of a dye laser~Continuum ND 6000! pumped by the 532 nm
output of a Nd:YAG laser~Continuum PL 8000! and operat-
ing with LDS 750 dye in methanol was doubled after pass
through an autotracker~Inrad!, yielding ;14 mJ at 364.8
nm. This beam was focused into the tripling cell. The highn
Rydberg step was realized by using;7 mJ in the region
365.2–365.3 nm~0.16 cm21 linewidth!, which was gener-
ated by using a laser system that is similar to the one use
generate Lyman-a radiation.

It has not been possible for us to estimate, with reas
able accuracy, the efficiencies of the Lyman-a and high-n
Rydberg photoexcitation steps for two main reasons. F
the generation of the Lyman-a radiation is controlled by
many properties of the tripling process. For example, it
pends on laser parameters~power, spatial mode, and line
width!, the cell pressure~e.g., its effect on phase matching!,
and the focusing arrangement, which is located inside
molecular beam chamber. Second, it is difficult to estim
the efficiency of high-n Rydberg photoexcitation. This step
carried out in a weak dc electric field that eliminates t
usualDL561 angular momentum optical selection rule, b
making space anisotropic for the weakly bound highn
levels.41 This enables largeL values to be prepared, thereb
providing the needed metastability of the high-n Rydberg H
atoms as they drift with their nascent velocities through
field-free time-of-flight region to the microchannel plate d
tector, where they are field ionized and detected.

These ambiguities notwithstanding, several facts can
enlisted to establish an upper bound to the efficiency of
combined Lyman-a and high-n Rydberg steps:~i! Four-wave
mixing is known to yield significantly higher 121.6 nm en
ergies than the frequency tripling in Kr used in the pres
study.42,43This results in correspondingly higher HRTOF d
tection sensitivities, indicating that we are currently oper
ing with 121.6 nm fluences that are well below those nee
to saturate the Lyman-a transitions.~ii ! We have obtained
larger signals by fine-tuning the Lyman-a and Rydberg steps
confirming the lack of saturation in both steps.~iii ! The com-
plete, simultaneous saturation of both steps would resul
the transfer of 1/3 of the ground state population to highn.
Taking these factors into account, an upper bound of 1023 is
assigned to the probability that the H atoms traveling tow
the detector are promoted from the ground state to a m
stable high-n, high-L Rydberg level. This is believed to be
safe upper bound.

The experimental TOF spectra,f tof(t), were converted to
H atom translational energy spectra,g(EH), by using the
following relations, in which the correction for the velocit
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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of the molecular beam in the laboratory frame is taken i
account:

EH5~mH/2!@~dtof /t !
21vmb

2 #, ~8!

g~EH!}t3f tof~ t !, ~9!

wherevmb is the speed of the molecular beam anddtof is the
length of the flight path.

Figures 4 and 5 show H-atom translational energy dis
butions obtained in the regime of efficient photolysis, i.e.,
using 35 mJ at 266 nm. With 4% HI, there is sufficient clu
tering that prominent features are present that are due to
photodissociation of the HI(v,J) molecules that derive from
photoinitiated intracluster scattering. The well-isolatedb
peak ~centered at 20 285 cm21! obtained by using vertica
polarization~see Fig. 3! is blue-shifted by 7455 cm21 from
the peak that is due to the I channel of HI monomer pho
dissociation.

Gas phase superelastic scattering: H ¿I*\Hse¿I

Consider gas phase collisions that take place in the
lecular beam between I* and the fast H atoms (H fast) that are
associated with an I co-fragment, i.e., those havingEH

512 830 cm21. Specifically, can the resulting deactivatio

FIG. 4. H-atom translational energy spectrum obtained with the photol
laser vertically polarized and an energy of 35 mJ~4% HI in Ar!. The delay
between the photolysis and the detection lasers is 40 ns. Peaks labev
51 andv52 derive from photoinitiated intracluster scattering; their en
gies are offset from the monomer peaks by approximately the HI(v) vibra-
tional energies. Specifically, photodissociation of a clustered HI mole
liberates an H atom that encounters another HI molecule. This interac
yields HI(v); see text for details. Expanding the vertical scale betwe
18 000 and 23 000 cm21 highlights theb peak which is shifted from the
2P3/2 monomer peak by almost the iodine spin–orbit energy.
Downloaded 19 Aug 2003 to 128.125.187.57. Redistribution subject to A
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of I* account for the superelastic peak, which, after all, i
minor channel in the overall photochemistry?

The time rate of change of the Hse density @Hse#, via
these collisions is given by the expression

~d/dt!@Hse#5kna@Hfast#@ I* #, ~10!

where the rate coefficient for the nonadiabatic process,kna ,
can be expressed as

kna5v(
l

sna~ l ! ~11!

5vsna
tot , ~12!

wheresna( l ) is the partial cross section for a collision ha
ing orbital angular momentum quantum numberl, andv is
the magnitude of the initial relative velocity, which in th
case is equal to 1.73106 cm s21. The physics of the colli-
sional process is manifest in thesna( l ), as discussed below
A value of 3310217 cm2 is now introducedad hoc for the
total cross section,sna

tot , yielding kna55.1310211 cm3 s21.
This will be used below in several estimates, and we w
then return to a discussion of thesna( l ). Scaling as per
different sna

tot values is trivial.
For a photodissociation efficiency ofg and branching

fractionsF I andF I* for the I and I* channels, respectively
@Hse# at short delay times following the photolysis pulse
given by

@Hse#5knag
2F IF I* @HI#2Dt, ~13!

is

d
-

le
n

n

FIG. 5. Translational energy spectrum obtained under the same condi
as in Fig. 4, but with the photolysis laser horizontally polarized. Note t
the shape and intensity of theb peak is affected little by the photolysis lase
polarization.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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where Dt is the time delay between the photodissociat
and probe pulses. Equation~13! is premised onDt being
much smaller than the characteristic times for the produc
and removal of@Hse#.

As mentioned above, for the highest photolysis laser
ergies used in the present experiments~i.e., 35 mJ!, photo-
dissociation is efficient. Because comparisons will be ma
however, to data recorded by using a photolysis laser en
of 4 mJ ~Fig. 6!, a value ofg50.1 is introduced. WithF I

50.62 and F I* 50.38,44 @HI#5231013 cm23, and kna

55.1310211 cm3 s21, Eq. ~13! yields

@Hse#54.831013Dt. ~14!

Thus, for Dt530 ns, this estimate gives@Hse#51.4
3106 cm23. The effective volume is defined as the overl
region of the three laser beams and the molecular beam.
interaction volume is estimated to be;1 mm3, and the num-
ber of Hse atoms in this volume is;1400. The 30 ns delay
serves to lessen the requirement that the beams are per
overlapped in the interaction volume~which turns out to be
quite difficult to achieve!, because the fast H atoms@i.e.,
EH512 830 cm21, see Eq.~1!# travel 0.5 mm in 30 ns, thus
smearing out spatial inhomogeneities brought about by
perfect overlap.

The fraction of the~isotropically scattered! Hse atoms
that reach the detector~i.e., the area of the detector divide
by the area of a sphere whose radius is the flight path! is
1.731023. Combining this with the number of Hse atoms in
the interaction volume~;1400! and the upper bound of 1023

for the efficiency of the combined Lyman-a and high-n Ry-
dberg steps, it is concluded that theb peak would contribute
a maximum of;231023 counts per laser firing, were it du
solely to gas phase superelastic scattering.

The b peak shown in Fig. 6 is the result of averagin
5000 spectra, and an analysis of the signal indicates th
minimum of 102 counts are contained in this feature. Thu
we conclude that the signal shown in Fig. 6, despite its l
S/N, is too large to be the result of gas phase superela
scattering.

An alternate~and more compelling! way to set a limit on
the degree of participation of gas phase superelastic sca

FIG. 6. Trace showing part of the time-of-flight spectrum around theb peak
~4% HI in Ar, photolysis laser vertically polarized, 4 mJ!. The time delay
between the photolysis and the detection lasers is 30 ns. The spectrum
sum of 5000 individual traces. Even with a photolysis laser energy as lo
4 mJ, and despite the lowS/N, theb peak is still observable.
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ing uses the experimentally determined ratio@Hse#/@Htotal#.
This fraction is obtained by comparing the area of the sup
elastic feature to the area of all of the other features, tak
into account the spatially anisotropic nature of the H-at
recoil directions from HI monomer photodissociation~Figs.
4 and 5!. The ratio@Hse#/@Htotal# was found to increase by a
order of magnitude (1023 to 1022) as the 266 nm energy
increased from 4 to 35 mJ. Thus, over the range of 266
fluences used in the present study, 1023– 1022 of the H at-
oms undergo superelastic scattering.

Thesna
tot value introduced above of 3310217 cm2 corre-

sponds to a small fraction of the gas phase H atoms un
going superelastic scattering in 30 ns, namely, the orde
one part in 106. Even with the unreasonably large parame
values g51 and sna

tot53310216 cm2, the resulting@Hse#
value obtained by using Eq.~13! is still three orders of mag-
nitude smaller than@Htotal#.

On the basis of the above considerations, it is conclu
that theb peaks shown in Figs. 2, 4, 5, and 6 are the resul
‘‘intracluster collisions’’ rather than gas phase bimolecu
collisions involving unclustered atoms.

DISCUSSION

Though photoinitiated intracluster processes differ
several respects from their gas phase counterparts, the
character of the corresponding gas phase process in ge
is retained. In the case under consideration, it will be sho
that there is an unusually high degree of separation betw
photodissociation and subsequent H1I* scattering. Thus, we
shall begin with a discussion of H1I* gas phase collisions

Referring to Fig. 1, it has been pointed out by Balakris
nanet al.3 that the3P01 and1P diabatic potentials interac
at their crossing region only via spin–rotation interaction45

Furthermore, these authors have pointed out that this c
pling plays a negligible role in the photodissociation of ro
tionally cold HI, with dissociation proceeding almost entire
on the3P01, 1P, and3P1 diabats, the latter of which doe
not cross either3P01 or 1P. They estimated a coupling ma
trix element in the region of the3P01 /1P crossing point
(r c52.06 Å) of Hsr52.67 cm21 for l 51, wherel is either
the rotational quantum number or, as discussed below,
collisional orbital angular momentum quantum number. F
other values ofl, this matrix element scales as@ l ( l 11)#1/2.

Transition probabilities between the3P01 and 1P dia-
bats can be estimated by using the Landau–Zener formu16

P~ l !5exp$22puHsr~ l !u2/\v rad~ l !DF%, ~15!

whereP( l ) is the probability, for a given value ofl, that a
transition takes place between theadiabats ~see Fig. 7!,
Hsr( l ) is the l-dependent spin–rotation coupling matrix el
ment,v rad( l ) is the magnitude of the radial component of t
relative velocity at the crossing point,r c , and DF is the
magnitude of the difference between the slopes of the1P
and3P01 potentials atr c . Note that centrifugal terms in the
effective potentials do not affectDF.

The probability that theadiabatic paths are followedis
12P( l ), which is equal to 0.831025 for l 51 @i.e., using
Eq. ~15! with Hsr52.67 cm21, v rad( l 51)51.73104 ms21,

the
as
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and DF56.33103 cm21 Å 21]. This small probability un-
derscores the diabatic nature of HI photodissociation w
rotationally cold samples, where photoexcitation of t
3P01, 1P, and 3P1 diabats is carried through to produc
with negligible transfer of flux among these potentials.

Collisions between H and I *

Referring to Fig. 7, a collision between an H atom a
I* that starts on the3P01 potential can exit on the1P po-
tential. Though largeP( l ) values might be anticipated on th
basis of the photodissociation results mentioned above, t
are important differences between photodissociation
H1I* collisions. For example, with the latter, large values
l are involved. Moreover, it is easy to detect I* deactivation
in the form of superelastic scattering, as there is minim
background signal.

The probability, for a given collisional orbital angula
momentum whose quantum number isl, that a transition be-
tween the3P01 and 1P curves has occurred after the col
sion is over is given by

P~ l !52P~ l !@12P~ l !#, ~16!

whereP( l ) is the net probability that an electronically non
diabatic transition has occurred as a result ofr having
crossedr c twice—initially on the incoming trajectory and
again on the outgoing trajectory. As pointed out above,
each of these crossings, the diabatic pathways are favore
long asP( l ) is of order unity, which is overwhelmingly the
case for small values ofl. Note that if a trajectory follows a
diabat on both the incoming and outgoing paths, the net
fect is electronic adiabaticity. Nonadiabaticity occurs b
cause propagation through the crossing region twice~i.e.,
incoming and outgoing trajectories! follows a diabat one
time and follows an adiabat the other time.

The partial cross section for a given value ofl is given
by

FIG. 7. ~a! Diagram showing the1P ~---! and 3P01 ~—! HI diabats. The
probability,P, to stay on3P01 ~i.e., of a transition taking place between th
adiabatic curves that arise from coupling1P and 3P01 in the crossing
region! is given by the Landau–Zener formula. Thus, 12P is the probabil-
ity of a transition from3P01 to 1P. ~b! Schematic diagram of the collision
of H with I* . The classical angular momentum isL5mvb.
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sna~ l !5P~ l !2p@\/mv#2l , ~17!

wherem is the reduced mass andv is the speed of an H atom
having EH512 830 cm21. As mentioned above, unlike th
photodissociation of rotationally cold HI, large values ol
are involved in the collisions. For example, an impact para
eter of 1 Å andEH512 830 cm21 corresponds tol 528, and
because Hsr( l ) is proportional to@ l ( l 11)#1/2, P( l ) increases
from 1.631025 to 7.731023 as l increases from 1 to 28
Thus, spin–rotation interaction is more important for en
getic collisions, such as those considered here, than for
photodissociation of rotationally cold molecules at the sa
total energy.

Trajectories

Classical trajectory calculations for H1I* inelastic scat-
tering on the potentials of interest~i.e., 3P01 and1P) have
been carried out for different values of the impact parame
b. The goal was to calculate the distribution of H-atom tran
lational energies deriving from the collisional quenching
I* by H, and to compare this to the experimental superela
peak. The justification for using this binary collision mod
to reconcile results obtained with clusters is given in a la
section.

The initial H-atom translational energy was 12 83
cm21, with I* at rest. The equations of motion were int
grated numerically by using the fourth-order, single-st
Runge–Kutta method.32,46,47Trajectories followed3P01 up
to the crossing point, where a transition to1P was assumed
to take place. The trajectory was then continued on1P. Al-
ternatively, trajectories were also calculated in which t
3P01→1P transition was assumed to take place on the w
out. The use of classical mechanics is justified because o
high translational energies. Note that total angular mom
tum is not conserved, as the change in electronic ang
momentum is not accounted for by changes inl. This is not
problematic for the largel values~;50! under consideration
These calculations enable us to obtain, with minimal co
puting and sufficient accuracy, the general behavior of
nuclear motions~Figs. 8 and 9!.

Figures 8~a! and 8~b! show that the maximuml value for
which a3P01→1P transition can occur is 52, correspondin
to an impact parameter of 1.9 Å. Figure 8~b! depicts the
variation of the H-atom speed throughout the trajectory. F
l<52, collisions in which I* is quenched via3P01→1P
result in H atoms whose translational energies are increa
by almost the I-atom spin–orbit splitting, i.e., the I atom
gains a small amount of translational energy. The supere
tic H atom translational energy as a function ofl is given in
Fig. 10. It varies from 20 227 cm21 for l 552 to 19 797 cm21

for l 50, corresponding to an energy spread of 430 cm21.
The maximum calculated value of the Hse translational en-
ergy is shifted from 12 830 cm21 by 7397 cm21, which is
consistent with the experimental value for the energy diff
ence between theb and monomer peaks~i.e., 7455 cm21!.

From the trajectory calculations, thel-dependent radia
velocity at r c was also determined; thus, it was possible
calculate the Landau–Zener probability as a function ol.
Figure 11 gives~i! 12P( l ); ~ii ! P( l ); and ~iii ! sna( l ),
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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which were obtained by using Eqs.~15!–~17!. These func-
tions increase sharply withl, especially for l>50, where
sna( l ) varies from 2.6310218 cm2 for l 550 to 2.2
310217 cm2 for l 552.7. This dramatic variation shows th
large l are strongly favored for a nonadiabatic transition
occur.

The above procedure yieldssna
tot values of;3310217

cm2. As discussed earlier, this is still insufficient to rationa
ize the observations by invoking gas phase scattering.

FIG. 8. Trajectory calculations for different values of impact parameter
with the 3P01 to 1P transition occuring on the incoming portion of th
trajectory.~a! Internuclear distance H–I. Forl>53, the impact parameter i
too large for a transition from3P01 to 1P to occur.~b! The speed of H
remains fairly constant until the trajectory reaches the potential well
shown by the small bump. Forl<52, a transition from3P01 to 1P is
assumed to take place atr c , and the trajectory continues on1P. As the
system goes through the classical turning point, the H-atom translati
energy passes though a minimum. At the end of the trajectory, the hydr
atom has gained translational energy by almost the spin–orbit splittin
iodine. ~c! The iodine atom gains speed.~d! Expanded scales, enable th
beginning of the trajectory to be examined. Note the two small bumps
correspond to acceleration and deceleration as the system follows3P01 .

FIG. 9. Cartesian coordinates for~a! the H atom;~b! the iodine atom. Ar-
rows indicate directions of motion. The H atom, whose initial velocity li
along theX axis, approaches I* ~which is initially at rest! on 3P01 . I*
moves ever-so-slightly in response to a small barrier~;70 cm21! centered at
;8 a0 . Throughout the attractive part of the shallow well centered at;5 a0

~;600 cm21!, I* moves toward the H atom. Deceleration occurs asr c is
approached, where the3P01→1P transition occurs. Due to its large mas
the I atom moves very little~e.g., during thel 552 collision, the H atom
travels 10 Å while the I atom travels only 0.03 Å!.
Downloaded 19 Aug 2003 to 128.125.187.57. Redistribution subject to A
Referring to Figs. 10 and 11, the partial cross sectio
sna( l ), can be converted to the energy domain by using
Jacobiandl/dE. The shape ofsna(E) is similar to that of
sna( l ): it rises monotonically from 19 797 to 20 100 cm21,
and then increases more sharply up to 20 227 cm21. The
large values ofl, for which the cross section is maximum
correspond to the largest values of Hse translational energies
~i.e., 20 227 cm21 for l 552). This is consistent with the
experimental result that places the center of the superela
peak at 20 285 cm21, with a full-width-at-half-maximum
~FWHM! of ;700 cm21. This is also consistent with the 43
cm21 spread in energy found from the trajectory calculatio
considering that the broadening of the observedb peak in-
cludes the resolution of the experimental apparatus.

Intracluster scattering

Intracluster processes figure prominently in the distrib
tions shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Namely, features are rea
identified as arising from the photodissociation of t
HI(v,J) product that is believed to derive from nonreacti
H1HI encounters following the photodissociation of an H
molecule within (HI)n .48 The case in which then52 con-
tribution dominates over contributions arising fromn.2 has
been examined in detail.31

In the study reported here, the cluster size distribut
~i.e., @(HI) n# versusn at the interaction region 7 cm down
stream from the nozzle! is assumed to be a monotonical
decreasing function ofn. It depends on the HI concentratio
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FIG. 10. H-atom translational energy as a function of the orbital angu
momentum quantum numberl. The transition from3P01 to 1P occurs on
~d! incoming trajectories;~s! outgoing trajectories. Forl>53, the crossing
at r c is not reached.

FIG. 11. Filled circles, 12P( l ); filled triangles,P( l ); open squares,sna( l )
in Å2. Equation~16! indicates thatP( l ) has a maximum of 0.5. This occur
for the noninteger valuel 552.7.
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in the expansion, as well as the time delay between the o
ing of the pulsed valve and the introduction of the 266 n
photolysis pulse.31 The features due to HI(v,J) ~see Figs. 4
and 5! are essentially identical to those reported earlier un
conditions of minimal clustering.31

Though theb feature can, in principle, contain signifi
cant contributions from several values ofn, there was no
discernible change in the shape of this feature in going fr
4% to 2% HI, or in going from an Ar carrier to a He carrie
while optimizing the signal with respect to the aforeme
tioned delay time, as indicated in Fig. 12. Only the sign
amplitude decreased~by as much as an order of magnitude!.
In addition, as mentioned above, data taken under condit
of far lessclustering,31 in which n52 is believed to domi-
nate over all highern combined, show no differences oth
than smaller amplitudes of the signals that arise from c
ters. Thus, it is concluded that theb peak is due primarily to
small clusters, withn52 being the largest contributor. Th
sharpness of the peak and the fact that it lies 7455 cm21

aboveEH512 830 cm21 ~i.e., nearly the I* spin–orbit en-
ergy aboveEH512 830 cm21) suggests a single scatterin
event that involves a departing H atom and I* .

The calculations whose results are summarized in Fi
are for gas phase collisions. Cluster environments are
general, more complicated, and comparisons between
computed results and the experimental results obtained
(HI) n should be pursued with caution. Several relevant
pects that are germane to the case under consideration
worth noting.

Dimer geometry

Figure 13 shows the L-shaped geometry of the dim
based on the theoretical estimates of Buckingham
Fowler49 and Hannachi and Silvi.50 All binary hydrogen ha-
lide complexes~HX–HY! are believed to have this L-shape

FIG. 12. Translational energy spectra showing theb peak. The photolysis
laser is horizontally polarized with an energy of 13 mJ. The time de
between the photolysis and detection lasers is 30 ns.~a! 4% HI in Ar; ~b! 2%
HI in Ar. Differences are modest.
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geometry; a number have been measured,51–54 and there is
no experimental or theoretical evidence to the contrary. I
known that the H atoms are delocalized significantly as
large zero-point excursions, and thus there is a broad ra
of anglesu1 and u2 . Note that even when starting wit
(HI) 3 , the photodissociation of I* •(HI) 2 will result in super-
elastic scattering in which the exiting H atom escapes,
most cases directly into vacuum~i.e., without further scatter-
ing! after its interaction with I* .

Referring to Fig. 13, photodissociation of the HI on th
right ~the interior HI! is believed to result in the HI(v,J)
product that gives rise to the strong signals labeled as suc
Figs. 4 and 5.31 Photodissociation of the HI on the left~the
exterior HI! yields I and I* , the latter having a quantum
yield of 0.40 at 266 nm.44 As mentioned earlier, the I* re-
mains bound to its HI partner, because when the exterior
is photodissociated, the translational energy imparted to
I* in the c.m. system of the exterior HI is approximately
cm21, which is shared equally by translational and intern
energies of the I* •HI complex @when (HI)2 is the parent#.
The binding energy of the analogous Cl* •HCl complex has
been estimated to be;130 cm21,55 and for the I* •HI system
under consideration here, there is no possibility that 20 cm21

of internal excitation is sufficient to cause fragmentation
I* 1HI. Thus, the I* •HI complex remains intact with ap
proximately 20 cm21 of internal excitation. As a result of the
large degree of H-atom delocalization present in the wea
bound I* •HI complex, some of the H atoms that are phot
ejected from this complex will interact with I* on the way
out. The resulting deactivation of I* accounts for theb peak.

Photodissociation followed by scattering:
The case for sequential processes

The iodine–iodine distance in (HI)2 is approximately 5
Å,50 and, assuming that (HCl)2

35 and Cl* •HCl51 can be used
as analogs, the binding energy of the I* •HI complex is sev-
eral times smaller than that of (HI)2 . Thus, the iodine–
iodine distance in I* •HI will be taken to be 5.1 Å, which we
believe is a conservative lower bound. The 20 cm21 of inter-
nal energy imparted by HI photodissociation within (HI)2 ,
as well as the highly anharmonic PES, also support 5.1 Å
a lower bound. This number has been used to construct
grams~a!–~c! in Fig. 14, which depict snapshots of the ph
todissociation of the HI moiety, assuming classical moti
for the nuclei. The potentials shown on the bottom are
HI;2 they do not account for three-body interactions.

y

FIG. 13. Theoretical estimates of the (HI)2 equilibrium geometry~Refs. 49
and 50!; u1594°, u252°, and the I–I distance is;5 Å.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Referring to Fig. 14~b!, by the timer 1 has increased to
2.4 Å, the H atom has gained approximately 70% of
translational energy it can acquire via HI photodissociati
The distance between the H atom and I* is still large~2.9 Å!,
and there is little interaction between these atoms; e.g.,
the flatness of the3P01 potential forr .2.2 Å. The slightly
larger electron density on the side of the H atom facing
I* ~relative to a free H atom! does not change the H1I*
interaction significantly.

Referring to Fig. 14~c!, with r 1 now extended to 3.0 Å
there is modest repulsion on1P, and the H atom has deve
oped to a large extent the identity of a free atom. At the sa
time, r 2 is 2.4 Å, and at this distance the3P01 potential is
very shallow. Even withr 153.2 Å, in which case the1P
potential energy is down to only hundreds of cm21, the cor-
respondingr 2 value of 2.2 Å is still in a very flat region o
3P01. Thus, the photodissociation and scattering proces
are, to a large extent, separable, in the sense that the fo
proceeds almost to completion before the latter begins.

This near separability is attributed to a relativistic effe
strong spin–orbit interaction in the iodine atom results in
shallow van der Waals-type well on3P01 that persists to
smallr. The spherical charge density of I* is anathema to the
formation of bonding and antibonding orbitals forr>2 Å.
Note that H-atom scattering from an adjacent2P3/2 atom
would not present nearly as separable a situation for the
namics, e.g., on the1P potential shown in Fig. 14.

CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that collisions within the molecu
beam between H and I* atoms whose parentages are not
samecluster play an insignificant role. This implicates intr

FIG. 14. Schematic diagram of the photodissociation of the HI mo
within the I* •HI complex.
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cluster scattering as the origin of the superelasticb peak.
There is a striking similarity between theb peak and the
theoretical results obtained by using the model presen
above. On this basis, it is concluded that intracluster sup
elastic scattering has a great deal in common with the co
sponding gas phase process.

Coupling of the3P01 and1P diabatic potentials, which
occurs nearr c via spin–rotation interaction, is too weak t
play a role in the photodissociation of rotationally cold H
e.g., Hsr52.67 cm21 for l 51. Rather, the photoexcited dia
bats are followed to products with no significant transfer
flux between them. On the other hand, because Hsr scales as
@ l ( l 11)#1/2, spin–rotation coupling acquires a privilege
status in the energetic H1I* collisions of the kind consid-
ered here. For example, the area of theb peak is;1% of the
area of the HI(v,J) peaks that arise from intracluster scatte
ing.

The shape of the3P01 HI potential, which is the en-
trance channel for the I* quenching that is referred to a
‘‘superelastic scattering,’’ provides a unique opportunity f
intracluster scattering. Strong spin–orbit coupling ensu
that 3P01 is rather flat, with a rather shallow well, down t
small r. Thus, HI photodissociation and subsequent H1I*
scattering within the same complex can be treated as rea
ably separate events. This accounts for the good agreem
between the experimentalb peak and the binary collision
model presented herein.
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